THE DIGNITY ZONE™

Bringing Dignity Into Today’s Workplace Culture
One Conversation At a Time...

MASTER DIGNITY EXECUTIVE COACHING:

Top-Tier Performance While Effectively Guiding Healthy Teams
and Exceeding Expectations
The Challenge:
Staying on top of all of the expectations, communications, and goals of multiple
employees, channels, and teams is tough. Being an executive today requires
you to continue being strategic, aligning your and your teams’ strengths along
with organizational goals and objectives as well as managing change and
technology. Being a stealth leader also requires reducing your own stress and
creating balance while maintaining the demands across the organization. All of
the stress and growth expectations on executives can be overwhelming.
Executive Coaching with powerhouse game changer Esther Weinberg will
provide the executive the opportunity to have breakthroughs in communication,
transformative changes in leadership style, and increased capacity to deliver
radical results for the organization.
Who This Is Designed For:
Master Dignity Executive Coaching with Esther Weinberg is designed to assist
top executives, managers, and other identified leaders to perform, learn, stay
healthy and balanced, and effectively guide their teams to successfully reach
desired goals and exceed individual and corporate expectations. This program
enables leaders to unlock and unleash their full potential so they bring greater
value, communication, and dignity to the people and entities they serve.
Master Dignity Executive Coaching is part of The Dignity Zone™ Program
Series. In The Dignity Zone™, people have the genuine freedom to express
their creativity and their ideas, through the environment of trust, respect and
safety. Fresh ideas and unique perspectives are welcomed, encouraged, and
celebrated. The Dignity Zone™ space where dignity is emphasized as the
guiding principle for everyone in the workplace, from the most senior executives
to front-line employees and everyone in between, transforms individuals, teams
and organizations across all levels.
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Program Details:

One-on-one private coaching
Virtually or on-site

Two sessions on-site per month, 90 minutes each session
Assessments

Direct private access to Esther when needed
Minimum of six months

Esther Weinberg is a Master Executive Coach and a top-tier leader in
redefining organizational culture. MindLight Group helps mid-to largesized media companies, their employees, and specifically their executive
leadership teams to find and implement dignity and power in the workplace.
The creator and master trainer for The Dignity Zone™ System, which is
designed for teams, executives and creative leaders to have genuine freedom
to express creative ideas in an environment of trust, respect and safety.
Esther is a powerhouse game changer
who has successfully transformed
organizations, executive leaders, and
teams for over 20 years. From Disney
executive to organizational leadership
development, Esther has tapped into
the pulse of the current challenges
that today’s media and technology
companies are facing internally.
Esther creates breakthrough strategies
for Netflix, NBCUniversal, Microsoft,
Turner, Sony, Warner Bros., CNN,
DreamWorks Animation, Discovery
Communications, Adobe and Disney.
Contact MindLight Group today
info@mindlightgroup.com
323-424-3474
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